
I'M GONNA MAKE YOU AN OFFER YOU CAN'T REFUSE



TOKENOMICS
Buy tax 0% sell tax 1%, no honeypot, no rugs, just vibes..

We believe every good meme coin deserves a dope PFP. We created a PFP collection with different utilities inside our app.
3 Tiers: Capos, Consigliere and Soldato.

300 unique Capo NFTs will be offered to mint through our app at the price of 0.1 BNB Capo NFTs give access to our token presale..
Hard cap 150 BNB Max buy 0.6 BNB.



Prediction Game
Burn system for Fat Tony with a fun game. Predict if the price of BNB will go up or down in the next 10 mins Winners get tokens from 
losers.

Fee 5% on each round to burn Fat Tony tokens.
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THE LOOT TAVERN

“I like the stink of the streets, it cleans out my lungs”

Like good mobsters, our gang will share the loot obtained every week to take them with you, you will have to have the exact
combination of 3 NFTs in your wallet. The higher rank your NFTs have, the greater the loot will be.

5 lots per week, prizes in BNB and Fat Tony tokens.

Rules
4 loots per week

2 loots require 3 NFTs

1 loot requiere 2 NFTs

1 loot require 1 NFT

You need to hold in your wallet all NFTs required to open a loot.
NFT selected are taken using a randomness descentralízed oracle If a loot os not open during 7 days the prize returns to the coffers 
of the gang Prizes are paid in BNB and Fat Tony tokens.



Perpetual
Our community likes the game and in Fat Tony app we are going to offer the decentralized platform with leverage up 
to x50 with an interface worthy of the best casino in Las Vegas, easy to use, choose the amount, the price trajectory (
long / short) your loss limit, the Xs you want to get and enjoy your spins.



sniper Bot
After family, business is the most important thing for Fat Tony, which is why we have developed a bot capable of 
buying tokens on the bsc network and eth as soon as the initial liquidity is deposited in the Dex that is listed. 
Fat Tony's NFT holders will be able to use the bot at a discounted price 75% off Price to use will be 30$ paid in 
FatTony token for all the users. 50% of funds from Sniper will be burnt.

sniper is a fast and efficient crypto sniper bot written in NodeJS to 
automatically buy and sell tokens on the supported chains as soon 
as liquidity is added and trade is enabled...

How it works:
Identify the markets and trading pairs you want to focus on

Define your risk management and profit-taking strategies

Determine your investment budget and frequency

“For Guys Like Me, Las Vegas Washes Away Your Sins. It’s Like a Morality Car Wash”



RoadMap

Launch a cool website
Launch NFTs collection Capo 300 unique units and mint app
List CMC and Coingecko
2.000 holders
Presale pinksale 26 June
Launch App 26 June
Loots & prediction 26 June

SECOND TERM
Perpetual Dex 7 July
Sniper bot launch 11 July
Cex listings
10k + holders
Partnerships
More to come...



Fat Tony Credit Card
Discover the power of DEFI payments with the credit card Fat Tony

Accepted worldwide

Apply multiple cryptocurrencies

www.fattony.io


